Rules and advice when at Highbridge

Sept2020

The following rules and advice have been compiled for your safety and comfort. The Scale Committee
asks that you read and understand our motive for each of the following. Thank you.

Initial access.
Please drive slowly and pay particular attention to obstacles and moving agricultural vehicles.
Please park facing the wooden fence in a herringbone fashion to save space for others.
Only those with disability or unloading should park adjacent to the Cabin.
Pay attention to safety notices around the site and in the cabin
and please remove any sharp stones you may see before they damage tyres.
Use of Cabin
Please attempt to not walk dirt or mud into the cabin and leave space for "older members".
Do not use heaters in the cabin when doors are closed and only turn on light if necessary.
No smoking, do not leave anything in the cabin without permission and please do not litter.
Initial use of the Water
Do not attempt to launch from the gravel banks, they may give way.
If unsteady always ask for help with launching.
Launch from the lower decking using the launchers provided and exit the area immediately.
Please do not overly occupy the launch area and do not attempt to squeeze behind others.
Please use the tables provided to test your boat before launch and not leave them on the seats.
Recover boat in similar manner to launching.
Water discipline
Do not operate at speed when water is busy as this will inevitably cause collisions and damage
and please keep well away from banks and weed/grass obstructions.
Never enter the cordoned off area and ask for help if your boat becomes stuck or looses power.
Never overreach
and please keep juniors under constant supervision

Eating and Drinking
Please do not leave uneaten food on site and dispose of any wrappers in the bin provided.
It is advisable to ensure your hands are clean before accepting food from our cookhouse.
Maintenance of area
Please use power tools sensibly, wear suitable protection and keep 240V well away from the water.
Always tidy up spoil and try to avoid messing up the water surface.
Do not leave any unattended tools in a manner that might cause obstruction or injury
and always clean and return tools after use.
Never use chemicals, such as weed killers, in the vicinity of the water.
Leaving site
Please ensure all your belongings are accounted for and never leave the cabin or shed open or unattended.
The last man out is responsible for ensuring our site is secure. Turn off all lights, water and gas
Take extreme care when turning your vehicle and do not go too far down the slopes and exit slowly.

Similar discipline should be followed by all EDMBC members whenever at other's club facilities

Thank you and have fun not accidents

